
Portraiture &
Photography

An Introduction



• A portrait is a 
representation 
of an individual 
person. 

• The goal of the 
portrait is to 
capture some 
likeness of 
them, something 
of who they are.

What is a Portrait?

The ideal portrait 
subject!



Principles of a Portrait
• Subject

• Context 

• Lighting

• Angle

• Focus

The ideal portrait has all five principles carefully 
considered
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1: The Subject

Talk to your subject. Invest in the relationship 
even if it only lasts for the session.

Put your subject at ease

Many people tend to 
become self-conscious 
when having their picture 
taken, you must make 
them feel 
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1: The Subject

Talk to your subject. Invest in the relationship 
even if it only lasts for the session.

Or sometimes doing the 
opposite can get great 
results too :)
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1: The Subject (continued)

Your portrait can capture the person’s story

The success of a 
portrait is explained by 
its power to convey, 
better than words, 
something about a 
person at
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2: The Context

Including a context can be vital to capturing the 
whole subject.

Portraits often blend 
posed subjects with 
their supporting 
context to capture 
personalities

The environment 
can relate to the 
subject’s character



2: The Context (continued)

Sometimes, however, the decision to omit the 
context can be effective.
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Clouds, curtains, umbrellas, windows, trees can 
all serve as diffusers!

3: Lighting : 

Diffusion is what 
we do to light (or is 

done to light) to 
soften it and

reduce the impact 
of shadows



3: Lighting : Basic 

With soft lighting the shadows are reduced.

Hard Lighting= Small light source Soft Lighting= Large light source



Windows are great to use as main lights, 
especially on cloudy days! 

3: Lighting :



For kids or pets, often getting low is the right 
approach to catch them from their own level.

4: Angles : 

To capture your 
subject you 
must be ready 
to change your 
perspective!



Often is can be effective to use a non-
traditional angle for perspective.

4: Angles



Using a non-traditional angle for 
perspective.

4: Angles : Tilt



Be creative! Play with the perspective and 
cropping, don’t just point and click.

4: Angles : Crop



5: The Focus 

Your focus sets the point of interest for your 
viewer.

Focus is the 
measure of 
the amount 
of detail 
achieved in 
the image.



5: The Focus (continued) 

Your focus sets the point of interest for your 
viewer.



Portrait Mode 
Landscape Mode 

Macro Mode 
Sports Mode 
Night Mode 

Manual Mode 
Aperture Priority Mode 

Shutter Speed Priority Mode 
Program Mode

Camera Modes

RED modes are generally used for portraits.



Portrait Mode 

Sets the aperture to the 
minimum value. 

Allows the shallowest 
depth of field possible 
with your camera given 
the conditions.

Portrait Mode

Aperture controls the depth of field!



Phone Cameras

Use the editing features on your phone to 
change the values!



Editing

Use Photoshop to edit the brightness/
contrast and to crop the photo!

Your 
masonite 
board is 
2x3’ or 3x2’ 
Your aspect 
ratio should 
be set to 2:3 
or 3:2 Set the ‘style’ to ‘fixed ratio’



Principles of a Portrait
• Subject

• Context 

• Lighting

• Angle

• Focus

The ideal portrait has all five principles carefully 
considered to represent an authentic view of the 


